He possessed a teeming imagination, an ardent courage, a glowing zeal, and all those energetic impulses of the soul which lead to high achievement; and, with these noble qualities, he combined judgment the most grave and solid, prudence and patience the most steady and unoffending, piety the most devout, and what chiefly ensured his success, the most untiring perseverance ever manifested by man.'6
In strikingly similar terms, G. P. Quackenbos noted that Columbus "was distinguished by a vivid imagination, lofty enthusiasm, high moral worth, great inventive genius, and a steadfastness of purpose which overcame all difficulties."17 Every misfortune that befell him, especially his disgrace for administrative incompetence, was either ignored or blamed on others, never on Columbus. The warfare and exploitation that devastated the natives of the Caribbean escaped notice altogether. One textbook's cover enshrined Columbus's voyage of exploration as the foundation of American history: the dates 1492 and 1776 framed an evocative display of books, farm machinery, mines, and various advances in transport and commu-nications-the technology that was making the United States a growing world power.'8 The influence of such textbook adulation can hardly be overestimated. One very popular book written by S. G. Goodrich in 1843 was re-printed numerous times. Designed "for the use of schools and families," the 1868 edition claimed that 500,000 copies had been sold and noted that it was the designated textbook in Maryland and Pennsylvania. 19 Some authors One author stood nearly alone in the mid-nineteenth century, using the evidence from Navarrete and a sensitive reading of Irving and others to question the standard portrayal of Columbus. Jacob Abbott, a successful author of children's books, undoubtedly admired Columbus's skill and intelligence. Nonetheless, he frequently questioned the morality of the admiral's behavior, noting that "there was a strange incongruity in the motives which seemed to actuate him in all this exploring cruise among the islands-an exalted religious enthusiasm, which seemed sometimes quite sublime, mingling with a very eager appetite for worldly wealth and power. Crosses and holy banners in one hour, and in the next Cipango, spices and gold."22 It is significant that Abbott wrote children's books, but not school textbooks; he had more freedom to make Columbus a more fully rounded character.
As From World War Two on, some textbooks on United States history developed a more internationalist approach, eager to place the nation's history in a global context. To make room for the ongoing march of time, earlier topics such as Columbus and his voyages were given much shorter shrift than before. They were defined as less relevant to contemporary life and contemporary values.48 In some portrayals Columbus ceased to be the forceful expert mariner, and became instead an impractical dreamer whose fame was based on a colossal mistake in geography and a stroke of luck. These portrayals often emphasized as well that Columbus died lonely, destitute, and broken-hearted, having outlived his brief fame. 49 Moreover, many of the high school and college texts assumed that Columbus and the early days of United States history had been "done" in the lower grades and did not require much discussion later on. As we have seen, the portrayals of Columbus in books designed for the lower grades tended to be overwhelmingly admiring and uncritical. To the extent that high school and college texts abandoned the topic at a more sophisticated level, there was no avenue for the findings of serious scholars to make their way into America's textbooks. Children in the 1950s seem to have been taught the simplified laudatory view of Columbus in the lower grades, and very little thereafter. As adults they would retain a one-dimensional portrait of Columbus, even as they advanced their historical understanding on other topics. There were exceptions, of course-textbooks at the high school and college level that continued the tradition of Muzzey and others in keeping up with current scholarship and portraying Columbus in all his human complexity. 50 In the 1960s, social ferment in the United States produced a strong challenge to traditional textbooks and popular histories at all levels. Traditional views had identified the United States with Europe, Caucasians, Protestants, and men, and had stressed a unitary national culture that had absorbed all Americans for the common good. In the late 1960s social activists and scholars redefined the country through its ethnic and racial diversity instead, and stressed the struggles between competing groups that had shaped American history. The injustices done to Native Americans and African-Americans became central themes of textbooks, as their writers scrambled to keep up with social trends. In this changed situation, the negative aspects of Columbus's character received a full airing in many popular publications. In some sensational and ahistorical accounts, Columbus became a genocidal maniac who planned the decimation of the native inhabitants of the Western Hemisphere."
In many textbooks of American history published or revised since the late 1960s, Native Americans are given greatly increased space, whereas Columbus and other European explorers receive only brief mention. Typically, authors who pursue this approach spend less time on Columbus than on Friar Bartolom6 de las Casas, who sounded the alarm against mistreatment of Caribbean natives in the early decades of exploration.52 Some authors shove Columbus to the sidelines entirely, because he did not actually reach the shores of North America, as if that were all that mattered." Popular publications regularly carry articles about LeifErikson and his voyage to the extreme north of the Western Hemisphere in the early eleventh century, to remind us that Columbus was not the first European to accomplish such a voyage-as if being first were all that mattered. 54 The general tone of many recent textbooks and popular articles seems designed to debunk traditional approaches to American history. The most balanced texts manage to combine the best features from many of these new directions, recognizing the crucial importance of the voyages of exploration for subsequent world history, and showing due understanding and respect for the historical context and cultures of all the peoples involved."5 Some children's books and schoolbooks for the lower grades seriously attempt to give a full and accurate account of Columbus and his life.56 Nonetheless, they can hardly be expected to deal with complex issues fully when their audiences are so young.
The imminent quincentenary of Columbus's first voyage has produced at least one notable work of scholarship in the United States to date-the best edition of the diary of that voyage, with Spanish transcription and English translation presented on facing pages.57 There were also several new biographies published in the United States in the 1970s and early 1980s, but they have all, to our knowledge, been written by non-Americans and therefore do not fit within our framework. Many other scholarly books and articles, as well as popular presentations, are in press or in progress. The best of them will incorporate the most current scholarship on Columbus worldwide. Nonetheless, there is no guarantee that this scholarship will penetrate to the popular or textbook level any time soon.
There is even less hope that a consensus on Columbus and his accomplishments will develop by 1992. With luck, the landfall controversy will be forgotten as more important topics emerge from scholarly works now nearing publication.
At the popular level, neither readers nor writers of books and articles about Columbus seem aware of the monumental scholarship that already exists. It is very common for educated and intelligent Americans to believe that very little is known about Columbus, simply because they have been taught very little. Therefore, every new and resuscitated notion-however ill-founded--can find an audience. Depending on who is writing, Columbus can be a saint or a genocidal maniac, a converted Jew or a French corsair, an ecological rapist or a self-absorbed navigator. The historian Charles Nowell's observation that Columbus is "alternately praised and belittled, groomed for canonization and charged with piracy, lauded as a scientist and branded as an ignoramus," is no less true today than it was in 1939 when he wrote it.59 Without a mature foundation of knowledge about the man and his times, it is possible to believe nearly anything. Fortunately, at the textbook level some serious-minded writers are trying to make sense of the complex issues that surround European exploration and colonization in general, and the character and actions of Columbus in particular. If they incorporate the scholarship that will result from the quincentenary, perhaps the next generation will be better informed than their parents. Until that happens, the image of Columbus in the United States will remain, not only blurred, but blurred beyond recognition.6-
